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VP14 
Designed	specifically	for	installations	that	may	be	
targeted	by	vandals,	the	VP14	system	from	Atlas	Sound	
provides highly intelligible speech reinforcement with 
the added benefit of extreme ruggedness. To address 
division of labor requirements components are ordered 
separately. 

The	VP14MB	vandal	resistant	slanted	wall	mount	baffle,	
finished in at tractive, neutral beige, is ideal for use in 
high-security areas such as schools and correctional 
facilities.	Its	14-gauge	sturdy	baffle	construction	and	
specially designed protective labyrinth screen protects 
the enclosed speaker assembly against abuse. Each 
package	contains	a	high-quality	8"	diameter	loudspeaker	
with	a	10	oz	ceramic	magnet	and	pre-assembled	25V	/	
70.7V transformer with five power taps terminated to 
a Euro block style connector. This connector includes 
3 empty blocks to allow through connection of other 
devices such as call switches or intercom phones 
without the need for wire nuts.

The	VP14ENC	16-gauge	enclosure	for	use	with	model	
VP14MB	baffle	includes	an	adapter	to	comply	with	
Wiremold™ 500 and 700 series conduit. This adapter 
can be installed securely through any of the knockouts 
that	are	included	on	all	four	sides	of	the	VP14ENC.	
This provides a clean installation where surface mount 
raceways are required. All knockouts are finished 
completely flush before the enclosure is painted making 
them invisible to any would-be perpetrator.

 SBMS
Install the SBMS clamp-mounting loudspeaker assembly 
wherever paging, intercom, and background music is 
desired in open ceiling applications. This ready-to-
install unit combines exceptional performance and 
fast installation into one complete package making the 
SBMS ideal for use in open ceiling venues such as: retail 
superstores, warehouses, light industrial facilities, multi-
purpose athletic buildings, cafeterias, and convention / 
civic centers.

Pre-assembled	unit	feature	an	8"	dual-cone	loudspeaker	
with a 25V / 70.7V transformer mounted within a square 
enclosure	with	matching	baffle.	Loudspeaker	selection	
includes	a	25	watt,	10	oz	dual	cone	loudspeaker.	
Assemblies include two, easy-to-secure screw-down 
clamps mounted to the top of the enclosure. Clamps 
provide quick  and easy mounting onto beams, girders, 
and other surfaces (max. 1⁄2"	thick)	common	to	open-
ceiling installations. The square SBMS package includes 
a 734in3 (.47m2) enclosure paired with an at tractive 
square	baffle.	This	grille	features	one-piece,	CRS	
construction. The SBMS is infinitely flexible, complying 
with a variety of conduit requirements. Integral 
knockouts facilitate 1⁄2"	and	3⁄4"	conduit	where	required	
by	code	and	integral	ROMEX®-style connector simplifies 
installation for applications where conduit is not required 
at all. Assemblies are shipped ready for  installation with 
lead wires extending out of the enclosure through a wire-
securing cable clamp. Finish is white powder coat epoxy.

WD Series
Attractive	surface	mounting	loudspeaker	packages	with	5	oz	magnet	and	choice	
of 25V or 25V / 70.7V transformer are mounted in a sloped baffle with black 
fabric grille. Model with (V) suffix includes volume control option. 

Also	available	model	417-8WD	enclosure	only	(no	loudspeaker).
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